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he July meeting was cancelled because it fell on July 4th and no
suitable alternative date was available for the Barn (hence the
cover photo). The board decided to cancel the July meeting and
postpone the Round Robin, a semi-annual event, until August (it’s normally held on the January and July meetings). For those unfamiliar
with the format, it’s a meeting where the SIGs and members demonstrate various techniques they’ve learned to the rest of us. You need
not be an expert to demo, and for that matter, you don’t have to bring
a demonstration. A question on a project is usually enough to bring
out a bunch of members who will spend a good hour giving (on average) 1.3 opinions per member. Please bring your answers, your questions or simply your curiosity.

T

Since I have a column now to fill in the absence of meeting minutes,
I thought I would share my latest tool news. My standard jack plane, a
wooden model built by Steve Knight (who was based in Portland, but
he ceased operations a few years ago), and I loved it. Light but with a
heavy blade, it was up to almost any task. By almost any, I am sad to
report that it didn’t survive the trip back from a Marc Adams class. I
thought I packed it well, but the broken handle indicated otherwise.
It’s not an easily repairable thing either. Its handle is dovetailed and
glued into the body of the plane. Since I needed a new jack plane, I
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checked out both the Lie-Nielsen and Lee Valley offerings. Then I figured, why not and went onto eBay and came
across what looked like an almost as good as new Stanley Bedrock 605. I won the bid at $102. Considering the LieNielsen is modeled on this plane but goes for more than triple that, it seemed worth it. I also went for a new Hock
blade and chip breaker.
The plane came packed well, and exactly when the seller said it would; it was in great shape. I picked Joe Bottigliere’s
brains a bit since he has a lot of experience in reclaiming old steel planes, then I went to work. I had little to do.
There was a lot of gunk in the threads and crevices, but since everything came apart easily, cleanup was easy. The
frog was smooth and true, so I reassembled the plane, put in the iron (the old one in this case) so I could lap the
sole. It was in excellent shape, this took less than 15 minutes. I then took out the old iron (you need an iron in the
plane so it will lap accurately), put in the new and took a test shaving on a piece of cherry. It was terrific, I could see
now why the Bedrocks are so in demand. All I could say after that was, “Yabba dabba do.”
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BARRY SALTSBERG

TURNER’S GUILD

T

he meeting was called to order by Bob Urso, filling in for President Mike Josiah, who was missing in action
with the sleazy excuse of being on a business trip (he uses that excuse a lot, but we know better)

Bob asked if anyone went to the symposium in Portland, OR. Jean and Ed Pio went and said they found it very
informative, with lots of good rotations.

SHOW AND TELL
Ed Pio showed a set of acrylic darts from a kit.
Barry S. showed an “offering dish,” which was from a spalted maple bowl that exploded, was resurrected but had
too thick a bottom, and was then put back on the lathe, turned to a new shape, and had legs carved.
RAFFLE
Barry S. won the first raffle and was too excited to pay attention to who won the second raffle. My apologies to the
second winner.
The program for the evening was “your turn to turn.” Two mini-lathes were set up, and Barry S. demonstrated use
of a spindle roughing gouge and a spindle gouge to turn coves and beads. After each demo, some new turners tried
their hand at it.
Everyone else shopped at Long Island Woodworkers Supply or schmoozed.
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CARVER’S PHOTOS
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ROBERT WOOD

LICFM

T

he meeting began with Charlie Morehouse letting the group know that a widow is selling veneers plus
some other items. The woman lives in Plainview. For contact information call or email Charlie.

Harry Slutter is asking for volunteers for the November show.
Harry had asked at the last meeting for the group to make push sticks. A variety were displayed from thin, some
made of 2x4 material with replaceable lips or catches to cover the fence for cutting thin strips. Other “sticks”
were quite artistic, e.g. stockinged (if there is such a word) legs. It was suggested that if one is using thicker material, rip and glue the pieces together and rather than trying to shape with a band saw. Various other examples
were passed around and shown; Harry got us in our shops with his benign challenge.
Frank Pace made an amp box for a guitar. Mahogany was used with some plywood in the back. The box was
trapezoidal, being narrow at the top. The shape presented a little bit of an issue when Frank had to cut and position the dovetails. Frank rounded the edges of the box very carefully to avoid chipping the dovetails which had
some beefy tails.
Jim Hennefield showed a box made of mesquite with a wenge frame and a maple top. The finish Jim employed
used more alcohol than usual and he let it set a week.
Bob DeMarco displayed an end table made from ambrosia maple. Joinery was simple butt joints coupled with
small dominoes. The finish was wipe-on polyurethane. Bob also asked the group for suggestions in making narrow boxes with some type of hinge on the top. The boxes are to be used to ship model trains. A number of
people offered suggestions, such as using canvas hinges.
Justin Matranga made a “shrink” box, which was octagonal. The wood was birch, which was still wet. He used
an oak bottom and surrounded it with the other pieces. The box shrinks to a taper around the bottom.
Paul Gold made two walnut boxes for Beads for Courage and also made the knobs. The finish was brushed on
using gloss polyurethane.
Don Daily was next and provided solutions to MISTAKES.
DENTS - Take a wet cloth and place it over the dent. Place a hot iron over the cloth to raise the grain
and remove the dent.
DAMAGED CORNER - This can occur on a crosscut; the corner chips away. Glue the chip back
on with CA and use tape to hold it in place.
CORNER COMES OFF - Get a piece of the same wood with the same end grain; align and match
the grains; attach the new piece with CA glue. Use accelerant.
SCREW GOES THROUGH THE WOOD - Jam with filler; burnish over; mortise a piece in.
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KNOT - Fill with epoxy, then color or tint the epoxy with carbon, pencil lead or anything to darken
the epoxy. Plumbers putty may also work.
SAP GAP - Do the same as with a knot or elongate the gap with a vee tool and fill with a dark or
black epoxy.
MORTISE AND TENON - If loose, refill or attach a piece of veneer and shave or sand to fit. Don
suggested keeping thin cutoff pieces.
MITER LESS THAN PERFECT - Go to sander and mix sawdust with glue such as Titebond2 or Elmer’s
white glue. Do not use epoxy, it is too dark; burnish over; apply the mix to make a good miter.
TABLE CONSTRUCTION – Place the table upside down on a table saw then attach the apron now that
it’s on a flat surface; if the legs are too long, nibble away 1/32nd at a time until level.
LAP JOINT - Use veneer or the Japanese method of using water to swell the joint.
CROSSCUT CHIPS – Use a sharp blade with respective tooth count and a zero-clearance throat plate.
Make a scoring cut and then a through cut.
ROUTING – If you cut into a juice groove on a cutting board, get two pieces that match and glue in.
CABINET CONSTRUCTION - Make shelf holes at the same time so both sides match; make extra
pieces until the project is done; the extra pieces can be used for testing the fit or routing or replacing if a
mistake occurs. Use chalk, pyramids, labels, letters or numbers to keep parts in placement order.
TABLE LEGS - Square the legs all around and use symbols on each leg for orientation. Make an extra
leg.
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION - Cut large pieces first; start with oversized rough cuts; rout as much as
possible; use tape for marking and gluing; clamp pads to prevent damaging work pieces. Don has a bunch
of two inches square tempered hardboard pads. Cut list - have someone look at it to check or walk away
and come back to recheck; always dry fit; make sure all subassemblies are square; work with a known flat
surface.
MISCELLANEOUS TIPS - Remove pencil marks with isopropyl alcohol; if the legs are routed, tapered,
carved or turned, make extras – repeated for emphasis.
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HINT OF THE MONTH - PURCHASING LUMBER

Hardwood lumber purchased at a big box store is often sold by the linear foot. The boards are dressed on all four sides
and typically 3/4 inch thick. The widths are pretty much store standardized at 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10 inches; other widths are sometimes offered. The lengths are also standardized; 6, 8 and 10 feet are the most common. Much of the selling price is driven by the boards being dressed, i.e., smooth on four sides or S4S.
At a lumber yard the boards are sold by the board foot, regardless of the type of wood. By definition, a board foot is 12
inches by 12 inches by 1 inch thick. Therefore, a board foot measures the volume of the lumber. A single board foot is
144 cubic inches, (12 inches wide times 12 inches long times 1 inch thick). This formula can also be written as 1 BF =
144 cubic inches = 12” width X 12” length X 1” thick.
At a lumber yard the wood is usually sold undressed. The board comes rough cut from the mill and the user needs to true
up the lumber. The width of the lumber is random as is the length of the board. Perhaps you select a board that measures
5/4 inches thick by 8 inches wide by 8 feet 3 inches long. How many board feet are involved? 1.25” (5/4) X 8” X 99” (8’3”) = 990 cubic inches. Dividing by 144 cubic inches, (one board foot) equals 6.875 board feet. Another formula for board
feet produces identical results. Multiply Thickness in inches X Width in inches X Length in feet and divide the result by
12. For the preceding example, (1.25” X 8” X 8.25’) / 12 = 6.875 board feet.
Most yards do not measure a board to its exact dimensions. 5/4 thickness might only be 1 1/8”. A 7 5/8” width may be
called 8”. A 99” board might be listed on the tally sheet as 8’-0”, (96”). It all depends on the yard’s policy and who is measuring.
Michael Luciano

PUZZLE PAGE
Michael R. Mittleman

SOLUTION TO JULY
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The Marketplace

These tools are mint the band saw never used $500.00
$400.00
$400.00
The jointer hardly used $500.00
The table saw with Biesmeyer fence and accessories
hardly used $750.00 $650.00
call Garson 516 991 5859
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